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PERCEPTIONS OF SCIENTIFIC LITERACY '

Lawrence L. Gabel, Ph.D.

RATIONALE.AND OBJECTIVES
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NA TIDNAL INSTITUTE OF

EDUCATION
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AT INO IT POINTS OE VIEW OR OPINIONS
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SENT OFFICIAL NATIONAL INSTITUTE OF
EDIJCAT'ON POSITION OR POLICY

Fundamental determinants of educational directions have been thought
to be economic, political, social, and religious in nature. Recently
science and technology have been considered additional determining forces
because of their interplay with the traditional forces.(1) Currently
science serves three purposes in the schools' curricula:

1. to prepare'future scholars for the different discipliaes of
science;

2. to help individuals attain necessary backgrounds for entry
into technological occupations and professions; and

3. to provide an aspect of individuals' general education which
will promote effective citizenship.(2,3)

The study reported herewith focused upon the 'letter purpose. Often
the umbrella term "scientific literacy" is used in connection with a
statement of this nature. Generally scientific literacy is taken to mean
that all people should be broadly educated in science including its
products, processes, philosophy, and impact upon society.(4) However,
persons using the term often fail to give it adequate meaning; they-
assume everyone understands it.(5)

\
Research in science education has been criticized for not having a

theoretical base -- a propositional framework. This has in effect left
the results of research without meaning and left researchers with little
notion of the actual state.of knowledge.(6=7,8) Thus it is not surprising
that an acceptable system for assessing levels of achievement in
scientific literacy has not been developed.(9) On a broader seale it is
nbt surprising that the public's appreciation of science and its inte±
relationships with technology and society are nat well understood.(10

This study sought to infer dimensions of scientific literacy with
regard to a theoretical definition for a group of science oriented
persons, for a group of non-science oriented persons, and for the two
groups combined. It sought to compare the strength of agreement of the
two orientation groups, and of subgroups of the two groups, on the inferred
dimensions. Finally, it sought to investigate relationships between the
inferred dimensions and persons' sex, age, educational level, amount of
science education, and parents' educational level.
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THEORETICAL DEFINITION OF SCIENTIFIC LITERACY

The-development of a theoretical definition of s'cientific literacy
was begun by searching science education 'journals; appropriate disserta-
tions; and the data base of the Science, Mathematics, and Environmental
Education Clearinghouse of the.Educatienal Resources information Center
for statements describing scientific literacy. Most statements Were
couched in terms of behaviors to be expected of scientifically literate
persons. It was decided that a meaningful theoretical definition of
scientific literacy could be constructed if a two way matriX was employed
dimensions of scientificiliteracy versus taxonomies of educational
objectives. (11,12) Thus, the Theoretical Model of Scientific Literacy (TMSL)
became the theoretical definition for this study (Appendix A).

Each TMSL element describes a behavior to be expected of a scientif-
ically literate person and has both a dimensional characteristic and a
major class Characteristic. These elements were developed to capture the
essence of the many statements found in the literature. Sixteen (16) cells
were initially empty because appropriate statements were not found; elements
were written to fill these cells.

INSTRUMENTATION

Q-solt technique was chosen as the means to collect data for the pur-
pose of inferring dimensions of scientific literacy.for the various groups
of persons. Q-sort technique involves sorting a set of objects, a Q-set,
into piles which represent a continuum from that which is most valued to
that which is,least valued. When a structured Q-set (one which embodies a
theory) is sorted, it allows for the study of that theory. The sorting of
the Q-objects by persons yields a representation of their attitudes toward
the theory under investigation.(13)

The Scientific Literacy Q-set (SLQ) was developed to represent the
theoretical definition of scientific literacy used in the study, the TMSL
(Appendix B). Results from piloting prototype SLQ's led to four conditions:

1. Forty-five (45) randomly selected TMSL elements would be
represented in the SLQ.

2. Five (5) cells from each major class would be selected.
3. One (1) element from each cell would be selected.
4. The three (3) Dimension I components would be treated as though

each was a dimension.

The sorting instructions (Appendix C) asked persons to sort the Q-
statements into rine piles, five cards per pile, in terms of "What should
be expected of most high school graduates with regard to.science?". The
piles represented a continuum from MOST IMPORTANT (+4) to LEAST IMPORTANT

(-4). To gain knowledge about the persons the INFORMATION SHEET (Appendix
D) was developed to collect data concerning:

1. educational level;
2. amount of science education;
3. parents' Flducational level;



4. age; and
5. sex.

Two additional pilot studies were conducted. A check on readability
was made with twenty-four.(24) junior high students. The joint usability
of instruments and instru*ctions was checked with twelve (12) adults who were
representative of the major study sample.

Thirty-eight (38) additional adults were asked to sort the SLQ in a

test-retest situation over a range of one (1) to eight (8) weeks. Using '

Pearson's r an average correlation coefficient of 0.497, each Q-statement
with itself, was attained. This value was accepted as an estimate of the
sLQ reliability. Five (5) Q-statements Q8, Q10, Q20, Q37, and Q42 --
did not correlate significantly, 2_4 0.05.

POPULATION SAMPLE

Science oriented persons were defined as persons whose occupations re-
quired training in a science or science-related.'field. Non-science
oriented persons. were those whose occupations required no slich training.
Persons were drawn,from two (2) sources, the faculty at The Ohio State
University and residents of Franklin County, Ohio. Figure A indicates the
number of persons by type which were drawn.

University

Public

Science
Oriented

Non-Science
Oriented

75 peisons

(UNVSC)*

75 persons

(UNVNONSC)

100 persons

(PUBSC)

100 persons

(PUBNONSC)

*
Identifying label for type of person

FIGURE A

Sampling Frame For Study

The UNVSC and UNVNONSC persons were drawn randomly from The Ohio State
University 1975-76 Faculty/Staff Directory. Not only was the directory
partitioned according to Figure A, but the UNVSC persons were subdivided as
to pure or applied science orientation. Thirty-seven (37) pure science
(UNVPURSC) and thirty-eight (38) applied science (UNVAPPSC) persons com-
prised the UNVSC group. The public persons were drawn randomly from the
R.L. Polk Directory (14). This listed persons alphabetically and provided
their occupations, employers, and home addresses. After the necessary
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number of PUBSC and PUBNONBC persons was drawn, the Ohio Bell Telephone-
'facilities were used to aScertain the status of the persons. The process
.was repeated to replace/persons who were no longer county residents.:

DATA COLLECTION

The SLQ, INi'ORMATION SHEET, and ancillary materials were mailed to
the 350 personS on April 4, 1976. On May 14, 1976, the data collection
period was concluded; 185 persons had responded. It was determined that
forty (40) persons did not receive the materials; therefore, there was a
60% responSe. Statistical tests indicated that respondents in the five (5)
subgroups/were representative of the original subgroups.

RESULTS

Table 1 indicates respondents a: a whole (OVERALL) tended to rate
knowledge, comprehension, and application behaviors more highly than
*her behaviors. They were supportive of most Q-statements in the Factual

//and Generalizations components of Dimension I and those in Dimensions II
and VIII. They played down the importance of Q-statements in the
Discipline,component of Dimension I and those in Dimensions III and V.
They had mixed feelings about Q-statements in other dimensions depending
uPon the particular behaviors involved.

Individual subgroups of respondents tended to place more importance on
knowledge and comprehenslorilehaviors than on the others. The UNVNONSC,
PUBSC, and PUBNONSC subgroups tended to rate the application behavior more
highly than did the UNVPURSC and UNVAPPSC subgroups. All subgroups tended
to be less favorable toward synthesis, evaluation, valuing, and behaving.
The UNVAPPSC subgroup tended to be more supportive of the advocating be-
havior than were other subgroups.

Appropriate Q-statement dai-a were factor analyzed for the SCIENCE
respondents, for the NONSCIENCE lespondents, and for all respondents
grouped together, OVERALL. Orthogonal, principal component solutions were
developed; diagonal elements of the correlation matrix wer& replaced
iteratively by R2 estimates of communality. A seven (7) factor solution
was developed for each group. By examining the information gleaned from
the factor analyses, the factors were described and named thus becoming the
inferred dimensions of scientific literacy. Table 2 summarizes the factor
.analysis work and the inferred dimensions.

Factors I, III, IV, V, and y1 were common-to-the OVERALL, SCIENCE,
and NONSCIENCE groups while Factor II was common to the OVERALL and NON-..
SCIENCE groups. Only one (1) OVERALL factor, Factor VII, was not
specifically found in either of the SCIENCE or NONSCIENCE factor solutions.
However, since the OVERALL group is actually a combination of the SCIENCE
and NONSCIENCE groups, all seven (7) OVERALL factors existed to some
extent within the factor solutions of the SCIENCE and NONSCIENCE groups.
Upon this basis the comparison of strength of agreement of the two orien-
tation groups, and of subgroups of the two groups, on each of the inferred
dimensions was made.

to.



TABLE 1

Means and Standard Deviations for Responses to Q-Statements

Q-Statement Behavior '

UNVPURSC
(N21)

Mean S.D.

UNVAPPSC

(N..19)

Mean S.D.

UNVNONSC
(N40)

Mean S.D.

PUBSC
(N,..52)

Mean S.D.

PUBNONSC
(N..42)

Mean S.D.

OVERALLc
(N17571

Mean S.D.

IAlla (28)b Knowledge .9 3.2 3.0 1.3 1.0 2.9 1.6 2.4 1.4 2.2 1.5 2.6
1A31 (45) Application .3 2.8 .9 2.6 1.1 2.2 1.1 2.6 1.2 2.4 1.0 2.5
1A41 (42) Analysis -.6 2.7 -.2 2.4 .6 2.4 -.1 2.3 .1 2.4 0.0 2.4
1A51 (39) Synthesis -.3 2.5 .9 2.5 .2 2.5 1.3 2.1 1.0 2.3 .7 2.4
IA61 (21) Evaluation .9 2.2 .3 2.3 .1 2.2 .1 2.3 .8 .7 2.3
1A223 (44) Comprehension .8 2.4 .6 2.2 -.2 2.5 .2 2.5 .3

.2.4

2.5 .2 2.4
1A32 (19) Application .5 2.6 .9 2.3 1.1 2.2 1.2 2.3 .8 2.7 1.0 2.4
1A52 (27) Synthesis -1.0 2.2 .6 2.3 .6 2.0 .9 2.2 .5 2.4 .5 2.3
1A62 (23) Evaluation -.1 2.0 .7 2.3 .2 2.3 .6 2.1 -.5 2.3 .2 2.2
1812 (13) Valuing -1.2 2.7 -1.6 2.0 -.1 2.9 -2.0 2.4 -2.1 2.3 -1.4 2.6
IA13 (41) Knowledge 2.1 2.0 1.4 2.5 1.9 2.1 .9 2.2 1.5 2.4 1.5 2.3
IA53 (25) Synthesis -3.0 1.5 -1.6 2.5 -2.0 2.1 -1.0 2.5 -1.5 2.1 -1.7 2.3
18231 (29) Behaving -.7 2.5 -1.4 2.0 0.0 2.4 -.1 2.4 0.0 2.6 -.2 2.4
1833 (34) Advocating .4 2.3 .4 2.0 0.0 2.3 -.5 2.2 -.2 2.1 -.1 .2.2
11A41 ( 7) Analysis 1.5 2.2 .7 2.3 1.4 2.4 1.5 2.2 1.5 2.1 1.4 2.2
11811 ( 2) Valuing 2.5 2.0 .8 2.6 1.2 2.6 1.4 2.4 1.7 2.2 1.5 2.4
11821 ( 8) Behaving -.3 2.7 -2.6 2.0 -1.5 2.3 -1.2 2.1 -1.3 2.5 -1.3 2.4
11831 (15) Advocating 1.2 2.5 1.5 2.0 -.2 2.5 .6 2.3 .5 2.3 .6 2.4
IIIA11(12) Knowledge .6 2.2 -.8 2.2 .9 2.4 -1.6 2.1 -.4 2.5 -.4 2.5
1IIA21(32) Comprehension .8 1.9 -.5 2.3 -.2 2.4 -1.3 2.2 -.8 2.4 -.6 2.3
1IIA51(24) Synthesis -1.4 1.7 -1.8 1.8 -.8 2.3 -1.8 2.0 -1.7 2.0 -1.5 2.0
IIIA61(10) Evaluation -.7 2.2 -1.0 2.3 -1.0 2.1 -.1 2.1 -.7 2.6 / -.6 2.2
I/IB11( 6) Valuing .7 2.6 -1.5 2.3 -.8 2.5 -.8 2.0 -1.2 2.2 ' -.8 2.4
IVAll (37) Knowledge -.3 2.4 -.3 2.4 .9 2.2 1.1 2.2 .5 2.1 .6 2.2
IVA214( 3) Comprehension .6 2.3 -.2 2.5 -.3 2.2 -.2 2.3 -.3 2.3 -.2 2.3
IVA31 (38) Application .1 3.1 -.4 3.0 .2 2.4 1.4 2.4 1.0 2.4 .7 2.6
IVA41 (20) Analysis 0.0 2.4 -.4 2.3 -.6 2.0 -.6 2.1 -.9 2.2 -.6 2.2
IVA51 (40) Synthesis -1.7 2.1 -.6 2.7 -.4 2.5 .2 2.4 -.2 2.6 -.4 2.5
VA41 (30) Analysis .2 2.2 -.6 2.8 -.4 2.5 -1.5 2.3 -2.0 1.9 -1.0 2.4
VB11 ( 1) Valuing -.8 2.3 -.7 2.2 -1.4 2.0 -.8 2.9 -1.2 2.6 -1.0 2.5
VB21 (35) Behaving -.7 2.6 -.8 2.8 -1.6 2.8 -1.7 2.7 -.7 2.9 -1.2 2.8
VB31 (33) Advocnting .3 2.7 1.6 2.1 -.2 2.7 -.6 2.8 -.4 2.6 -.1 2.7
VIA111(22) Knowledge 1.7 2.8 0.0 2.4 .4 2.4 -.3 2.3 -.3 2.5 .1 2.5
VIA21 (43) Comprehension 1.3 1.9 1.2 2.3 '.5 2.8 .6 2.6 1.2 2.2, .9 2.5
V/A31 (18) Application -.2 2.7 .4 2.5 -.1 2.9 .7 2.9 .3 2.8 .3 2.8
VIA41 (31) Analysis -.1 2.6 -.2 2.0 -.8 2.2 -1.3 1.9 -.8 2.0 -.8 2.1
VIA61 (26) Evaluation -1.8 1.8 -.5 2.8 -1.0 2.4 -.6 2.6 -1.4 2.2 -1.0 2.4
VIIA21( 4) Comprehension 2.4 1.9 2.8 1.7 2.8 1.7 2.3 2.2 2.5 1.9 2.5 1.9
VIIA61(11)-- ---; Evaluation .9 2.2 .5 2.8 1.1 2.6 .7 2.7 .6 2.6 .8 2.6
VIIB21(17) Behaving -1.0 2.1 -1.5 2.4 -1.1 2.6 -.4 2.3 -.4 2.5 -.8 2.4
VI/B31( 5) Advocating .8 2.5 0.0 2.4 .4 2.6 -1.2 2.2 .6 2.5 -.3 2.5
VI/IA31(9) Application -1.1 2.f -1.3 2.6 .5 2.4 .8 2.5 .7 2.3 .3 2.5
V/IIB11(26) Valuing .9 2.3 .7 2.7 .1 2.4 .9 2.5 1.4 2.7 .8 2.5
VIIIB21(14) Behaving 1.3 2.6 .8 2.9 .3 3.0 .1 3.0 -.5 2.8 .2 2.9
VIIIB31(36) Advocating -1.8 2.4 -.2 2.4 -.2 2.7 -1.2 2.2 .5 2.2 -.5 2.4

aTMSL element identification
big-statement number
cAll subgroups combined

.

dTen respondents filled out the questionnaire only
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TABLE 2

FACTOR LOADINGS OF Q-STATEHENTS CUOSEN TO REPRESENT EACH FACTOR
AND EACU RESPECTIVE INFERRED DIMENSION OF SCIENTIFIC LITERACY

Factor Q-Statement OVERALL SCIENCEa NONSCIENCE Inferred Dimension .

IVA51 (40) .71 .65 .70 Scientific Inquiry

IVAll (37) .60 .54 .66

/A53 (25) .56 .43 .39

IA51 (39) .40 .49 .32

of variance 9.1 7.5 6.2

VIII811(16) .50 .54 Maintaining-Current

IIIAll (12) -.42 -.57 Awareness

II IILA21 (32) -.42

1833 (34) .39 .54

% of variance 6.8 5.1

( 6) .53 .67 .45 Valting Methods of

III VIA61 (26) -.42 -.31 -.47 Science

of variance 5.6 5.4 6.7

IVA31 (38) .60 .45 .44 Personal Application

LA32 (19) .50 .37 .35 of Science

VIIIA31( 9) .36 .43 .63

Z of variance 5.2 10.4 8.7

VIA41 (31) .53 .33 .55 Distinguishing

V VIAIMI (22) .52 .41 .51 Between Science and

VLA21 (43) .47 .59 .56 Technology

% of variance 4.7 4.4 7.8

VI IAII (28) .63 .51 .46 Utilizing Factual

Z of variance 4.5 6.2 4.6 Knowledge

VIII831(36) .48 Mutual Involvement

VII VIIB31 ( 5) .46 of Science and

IA61 (21) -.43 %Society
% of variance 3.9

VIIIB21(14) .69 Science As A Human

1833 (34) -.45 Endeavor

VB21 (35 .42

Z of variance 4.1

IA62 (23) .61 Using Natural
IA61 (21) .56 Resources
.% of variance 4.4

Overall Z of
variance explained 39.7 43.8 43.6

aA noninterpretable factor is not shown.
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Description

producing new knowledge
through a synthesizing
activity rir

valuing people keeping
abreast of new developments
in science and technology

valuing methods which
scientists use in 'their
work

applyidg scientific know-
ledge and methods of science
in daily lives

making the distinction in
terms of goals and results,
also understanding how
science and technology affect
each other
kl.owing and using factual
knowledge about natUre

science providing mankind
with new capabilities, also
society providing supportive
conditions for science

playing down the "omnipo-
tency" of science, technology,
and scientists

using knoWledge to judge
decisions which are made

with regard to utilization
and control of aspects of
nature



Comparisons were made using one way analysis of variance. Factor
scores were developed for each respondent on each factor of the seven (7)
OVERALL factors. Factor scores for a given factor were treated as values
of a.dependent variable representing that factor. Analysis Was betWeen
groups whether they were the two orientation groups, SCIENCE and_NON-.
SCIENCE, or subgroups of these tWo groups: Null hypotheses were posited as:

Null Hypothesis I (a) There are no significant differences in
the factor scores of the science oriented group of persons and
the nonScience oriented group of persons on each of the inferred
dimensions of scientific literacy.

Null Hypothesis 1 (b) There are no significant differences in
the factor scores of the subgroups (UNVPURSC, UNVAPPSC, UNVNONSC,
PUBSC, PUBNONSC) of the two orientation'groups of persons on
each of the inferred dimensions of scientific literacy.

Table 3 summarizes the results of the analyses. When a significant F-ratio
(p 0.05) was encountred, Scheffe' post hoc tests were performed.

TABLE 3

Summary of the Tests of' Null Hypotheses 1 (a) and (b)

Factor Inferred Dimension

\

Null Hypothesis 1 .(a)a Null Hypotesis 1 (b)b

Scientific Inquiry not rejected

Maintaining Current
Awareness

not rejected

III Valuing Methods of not rejected
Science

IV

V

Personal Application not rejected
of Science

Distinguishing
Between Science and
Technology

not rejected

VI Utilizing Factual not rejected
Knowledge

VII Mutual Involvement rejected
of Science and
Society

adf: 1, 173; _a< 0.05

bdf:
4, 170; 2<0.05

cScheffe' results, p.4.0.10

SCIENCE> NONSCIENCe

rejected
UNVPURSC<PUBSCC

\

rejected
,

nonseparable

rej ected

UNVAPPSC and
PUBSa< UNVPURSC

rejected
nonseparable

rejected
nonseparable

not rejected

rejected
UNVNONSC<PUBSC



Regression analysis was used to investigate the relationships between
the inferred dimensions and biographical variables. A second null hypo-
thesis was posited:

Null Hypothesis 2 There are no significant predictors or com-
binations of predictors among the variables: (a) amount of
previous education; (b) amount of previous science education;
(c) amount of previous education of parents; (d) age; and (e)
sex of the persons in the science oriented L'Ild nonscience
oriented groups of persons and the inferred dimensions of
scientific literacy.

Again treating factor scores on each of the seven (7) OVERALL factors
as values of seven (7) respective dependent variables, the regression
analysis was performed separately for the OVERALL, SCIENCE, and NONSCItNCE
groups. Table 4 summarizes the results.

TABLE 4

Summary of the Test of Null Hypothesis 2

Factor Inferred Dimension OVERALL SCIENCE NONSCIENCE

Scientific Inquiry not rejecteda rejecteda not rejecteda

II Maintaining Current
Awareness rejected rejected rejected

III Valuing Methods of
Science not rejected rejeced not rejected

IV Personal Application
of Science rejected rejeCted rejected

Distinguishing
Between Science and
Technology not rejected rejected rejected

VI Utilizing Tactual not
Knowledge not rejected rejected rejected

VII Mutual.Involvement
of Science and Society rejected rejected rejected'

a2.4.. 0.05 for the F-ratio

DISCUSSION

Membership in subgroups of the SCIENCE and NONSCIENCE groups was more
related to respondents' perceptions of scientific literacy than was member-
ship in either the SCIENCE or NONSCIENCE group. UNVPURSC respondents
seemed to value most high school graduates valuing methods of science and

9



being able to distinguish ')etween science and technology; respondents from
more traditional physical science disciplines (physics, chemistry) seemed
to value to a lesser extent the personal involvement of most high school
graduates with science than did respondents from other science disciplines
(earth sciences, life sciences). UNVAPPSC respondents seemed to value
most high.school graduates knowing and using factual scientific knowledge
more so than becoming personally involved with science. PUBSC respondents
seemed to value most high school graduates being personally involved with
science in their daily lives and maintaining a current awareness of new
developments in science and technology more so than being able to distinguish
between science and technology.

UNVNONSC respondents seemed to place less value both on maintaining a
current awareness of new developments in science and technology and on
mutual involvement of science and society than did other subgroups.
PUBNONSC respondents seemed to value.most high school graduates maintaining
a current awarehess of new developments in science and technology and
knowing and using factual knowledge.

An inverse relationship seemed to exist between,respondents' general
level of education, as indicated by the iast year of school completed, and
their valuing of the inferred dimensions of scientific literacy for moslt
high school graduates. Age and sex of respondents per se were weakly re-
lated to their per\ceptions of scientific literacy. PUBSC AND.PUBNONSC
respond nts who had completed fewer years of school and whose parents had
complet d fewer years of school tended to value more practical aspects of
the inf rred.dimensions of scientific literacy. PUBNONSC respondents who
had tak n high school courses in general science, earth science, chemistry,
or phys cs seemed to value most high school graduates keeping abreast of
new dev lopments in science and technology and applying science in their
daily lives.

V

CONCLUSION

The ?laymen's" perceptions of scientific literacy appeared to be
fairly pragmatic. A different sample of persons, possibly a younger sample
more influenced by the ABC curricula, might have different perceptions.
An SLQ developed from the other half of the TMSL might also yield different
results. Further research might illuminate these possibilities.
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A THEORETICAL MODEL OF SCIENTIFIC LITERACY

TagmoelesoltduCatiould*Oafte

Dbeensions ot Scientific Litecaey

A, Mejor Claim: of the

Cognitive Doe*

4

,

A.1 Knowledge

Keewledge is demonattated by

scientifically literati persons

through them tehaelors which

empnasile remembering, either by

recognition or recall. Knowledge

in the field of sclera can be in

the form oll ill specifics: Ill

Wip and UMs of dealing with

epe%i(ies; Ind (I) generalisations

and abstractiees,
,

A,2 Ceeprehension' '

Come:len:ion is demonstrated by

ortentifically literate poreono

if, when ennfrented with 4 cooed.

cation, they know what la being

coarmunicited and aro capable of

making met ule of that which la

contained within the coemenicatiOn,

'Communleatioe 11 defined very

gorierallyi it can he in oral,

written, or cone:etc fors,

A.3 Application

Application le domonttrated by

scientifically literate persons
.

ifi when lane with A Problem"

Ric Mutton, try can apply

appropriate ibstrectioni to seek

i solution. There mult be nO

attAil prompting al tO which

abstractions to apply or how to

apply thee.
,

A.I trielysIS

Anslysie is delonelrated by

ecientificatly literate persons

If, when presented with Itatcrial,'

they can break It Into constituent

parts and can detect the relation.

ships of the parts or the way in

which tho part: iri organised.

1,0 factual pirponent 1.A,1.1 scientifically literate 1,0,1,1 Scientificaily literate

persens should understand several

relatlonehips tetwoen the funde

mental ontlties--matter, energy,

and life,

1.A.1,1 Scientifically literate

FaTiO3 should be able to uoe their

understanding of fictual Ano.ludge

about nature to opiate, to predict,

or to conteol natural phenomena.

1.0.1 ecientifically literate

p75..7; should be able lei discern

how fartual knowledge developed ty

the scientific coecunity Is probahle

rather than Absolute.

parsons ahould know several fact.

about the thtoe, separate, end

identifiable entitle. in the uni-

verseWW1 energy, and lift,

.._

, 1,0 Generalization, Coeponent

I, Thi Orlanliation of

Knowledge Dimension

.

.

'

1,0,1,2 Scientifically literate

person. should knew moral major

generaliaations in aome of the

principal fields of IMAM

'

1.0.1.2.1 Scientifically literate

person. should understrld severel

major veer:ilia:0one in ore of .

the principal iields of thence.

1,A,1,2,1 Scientifically literate

person, should understand that the

product of science is i beiy of

knowledge about the universe, NW

Ing from individusl observations to .

major generalisations,

1,0,1,1 Scientifically literate

prime ehoeld undeastand that as

facts arc increased through rilearch

lelentific gencrilirations olten NI-

CO2O fewer, deuce, and easter to

understand.

I.A.3.0 Scientifically literate

person: should be ablelo tee sev-

erai appropriate scientific goner-

alleations while interacting with

the environment,

1.0.4,1,1 Scientifically literate

persens should by able to discern

how scientific generaltrations can

have otular lei dynaele qualities,

1.A.4.2.1 Scientifically literate

persona, ahould be able to discern

some Mile:creel between theoretical'

MO cepirical gelorallaations.

1,11(Discipline Corrponint

.

I.0.1,1 Scientifleally literate

pcisM should know ncrething about

developmects in sore of the prin.

Cipal field. of science,

1.10.3. Scientifically literate

pereons oheuld understand several

1104 media reports of new discover.
t

lea and advancei in sere of the

principal fields of science.

,

1,A,1,$ Selentiflesily literati

persons should ba able to use ro

port, of nen developments in some

of lhe priecipal fields of icience

while interacting with the

environment,

/

I.A,4,1 Scienacally literite

person, ihould be able to dlicern

which fields of eciera to 41000lAtt,

with several of the new detTlopments

reported by the news media,

.

11. The Intellectual

Peuceesos Utmenolon

,

11.0.1.1 Scientifically llterato

prone nhoeld know some character-

iatias orairveral peoerssoo OI

science. .

0

....... .........

11.A.2.1 Scientifically literate

pewee 'had undeisted buy 10V.

oral proccrove of otiose aro

,pplicd.

.

.

11.A.1,1 SciontiflcaIly literate

persone ohould be able to not sev.

trot Nocella ol science to solve

problems,

,

..---

'

11,0.4,1 Scientifically literate

Rilarehould Iv able le discern

when and how to apply :weal pro.

Imes of science fur thu :elution

of 4 earticular prubleal,

NOTE: Underlined items are represented in the Scientific Literacy Q-set.
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I. Calor Clam of the

Affective Derain

Synthefit

Synthefit it demonstrated by

fisentifiCally.liteme portent

if, when presented with Clemente

emmon to tome plenum*, they
;

tan combine them in Iva id way es

tO Constitute a pattern Or itruem

turt cot clearly thereNbelore,

This could te creative behavlori

however, it does not have to be

since the behavior ear, be performed

within 11 given framework,

0,6 tviliatiph

Solution le demomeeted by

ultItitIcally literate patrone

if, when presented via I decition.

making situation, they tee gullet

the value of ideas, work!, eolu .

tient, methode, mstetills, or the

like. ?hi judgments may be either

nuantitative or qualitative and may

be made with criteria which are

developed internally or externally

to the persona.

1.1 Melte

Veluine ie demastrated by

fifintifically literate potioni

in their willingnels tO attach

worth to tome thing, phentananen,

or behavior. The act of valuing

something In perticular is for the

most part 4 social or educational

product which hat been slowly

ltternalited ty 'he portent,

1.1 teheviAl .

Waving is demonstrated by

Scientificilly literate percent

when they fit On or use that which

is Allied by then. Their Mime

Mq extend, may refine, or may

deepen their involvement with that

Which IA valued,

1,3 Advoeatits

\\

AdvOcatiog 11 denenetrated by

filettifteally literate pawl

if they try to Convince othere 01

he worth el i pa:Unlit cOuffi

I ectim This el/Petty mly be

with respect to that which le

valued Or wiih motet to I Mai

eetion of kW which 11 valued.

1.0.5.1 Scientifically literate

pracro should be able to cembine

several facts about matter, energy,

and life in order to develop

gentralisitiont.

1.0.1.1 Scientifically literate

peraonl ihould be able to judge

the value of the OW1:filen and

control Of come meets of nature

Icing their underitanding of factual

knowledge,

13.14 Scientifically literate

persons should value hAving en

adequate factual knowledge bate

with regard to matter, energy,

and life.

Sclentifically literete

persons should contribute finenciel

ly to scientific work which attehte

to enhance the factual knowledge

Gale about matter, energy, And life,

1.0.1,1 Sclemtificelly Melte

percent ihould lupport,congrefilemel

bine which provide expendituree fat

balk ectentific march.

1.A.S.1 Scientifically literate

persons'aculd be able to combine

several empirical and theoretical

generalitationi to gain a more
.

complete phenononological peespec.

Live of nature.

1.0.1.1 Scieetifically literate

. Auld be Able to judge the

value of .he utilitation end control

of tome aspects of nature using tho

their undemanding of ecientific

genereliltione.

3.0.1,2 Scientifically literate

persons ihould value generalisationi

al forms of icientlfic knowledge

which ars mote powerful than the

discrete observation from which

they were developed.

11.1.1 Scientifically literate

persons should define eore neceisary

directiont that filence should pur-

sue hated upon the limitations of

empirical and theoretical

gencrilifitieni.

1.10,1 Selentifleilly literate

person! thculd !nowt the aceful.

nese of !dentine generellfitione

for use in identitying promising

meant to extend the unmerstanding

of natural phenomena.

I.0.5.1 Scientifically literati

TRIM ehould be able to combine

eon: new developments in a few

Of the principal fields of !awe

to aficrtain potential ramification.,

1.0,6.3 Scientifically literate

peons thould be able to judge the

value of impecte upon their lives

by come new developments in a few

of the priecipel nettle of !donee.

t.B.1.1' Scientifically literate

persons ehould value allotting time

and expending energy to keep their

knowledge of science current.

1.n.t.3.1 Scientifically liternte

persons should allot time and expend

energy to keep in touch with a broad\

variety of glentifle development,. \

1.0.2.1.1 ScientifIcally literate

persons ihould allot time And expend

entrur to keep up with at keit one

area of science which is of [Artie,.

tau Interest to them.

1.0,1.1 Scientifically Ilterfie

Fra65 should eupport means to

narrow the gap between feontlet

research end thc general publicla

undotatanding of science.

II.0.5.1 Scientifically literate

persons shad be able.to bambino

several purest:1 of science to

translate their experiences with

the environment into knowledge,

11

11.0.1.1 Scientifically literate

persons ihould be able to judge the

vnlue el the utilisation ned control

of same aspects of nature ufing

leveret pommel of iefince.

11.0.1.1 Scientifiefily literate

peFGrahould value processel of

!dunce as model of ingiary.

11,0.1.1 Scientifically literate

F.761ni-rhoull dinplay In everyday

drellien.making e belief in icveral

processel of anlenec.

11.11.1.1 Scientifically literate

ainheuld snignot knowledge

that line bon formulnted and tested

throunh the 00 of sciencu pinceesel



,
,

Valuer( and

tittir, ;);;%.notcr.

,

.

L1,11,1 SelChtlfleally literate

puroono should hilulf WTI! 1:h.q.lei en.

ialles of bewail VAIUnA Ag4 naltA

which, underlie ielOneo,

,

ill.A.1.1 Sciontifically nicest.%.,.......
'winos should undordiand how now.

MI twhog And ethlec isheollie

algae,

,
.

111.A.1.1 Sulentificolly lliaate

mum nhauld Ill Able lri wne Pow*

oral Valuo and ethiell which under.

lia scioneu whilu Inttlectlog with

Ow environment.

. .

111,10,1 felentlficilly literals

pernt,nn nkeuld tie Ala to dincetn
hnw tilt UnlY000 eherecterialle 01

ecienee IA nta affected hy portico.

ler rellniune, polttleel bellrifa,

or geogriphlo locales,

,

. .

V., The Process of

Inquirrnsion

,

IV.A.1.' Scientifically Iltetat4

rCiTglIshould know some yap in

which the generation of new mien

Wit gencralitatient dtrendi upon

the ;Cm oso of premiere of sci.

ante and established scientific

generaligatena.

,

IVA.2.1.1 Scientifically literate

persons should underotand that the

scientific effort store from. A tem-

polling desire of minl,ind to oder.

stand the environsent,

11.,,A.2.1.2 Scientlfteally literate

persons should understand that a

l'olle characteristic nf the! Acioro.

tiff: effort le A faith in ton

susceptibility of nature to human

ordorIng and underctanding.

10.0.1.1.3 Scientifically literate

persons should understand that in

the search for knowledge the scien-

tific effort is a dynamic, process-

orientnd ectivity.

10.0.1,1.4 Scientifically literate

re177,77cit1d understand that in

the scientific effort an attempt is

constantly, made to simplify and 'to

increase the comprehensiveness ol

scientific generalizations.

,

IYILL1 tsieUlffeellY literate

Ocrseos sheuld be sh10 te use ink.

ly Sect processes of,neience with

their understanding of tclentlfle

generalisations while !Minato;

with the mires:sent.

Iv A I 1 ftientifieslly Ilterets.
feroons should be Able ie diseere

some of the loterdopendencies bee

teen proceSits of acitnee end

derived anientiflo.generolise

Lions .

'

-

f, The Au40n Endeavor Dimension
,

V.A.1.1 Scientifically literate

persona ehould know /One chunks
istire of .science'as it Wets Al a

human enterprise,

1

0.0,2.1 Scientifically literate

perms, eholld understand 400 Al.

puts of science a; a ran-made

structure of human origin.

0.0.3.1 Scientificelly literate

perms should be able to use sere

blogrephical accounta of s Wen-

tist's life to develop a perepec-

tive of his work.

,

.

v.0.4.1 Scientifically 41terete

reiTot7 Should be able tic Alcorn

something of what CA011 !dentist,

to take diverse positions In pantie.

ular problem which Ira be! g

atudiod,

VI. The Interacilen of Selma

and Technology Clieasion

.

vl.A.1.1.1 Scientifically Merge

Mai-Auld knew thet thn Welty

goal of science le to understand

the univerle end thet tho primary

goal of technology is to develop

utilitarian products.

0I.A.1.1.2 Selentifieelly literate

persona should know tomething abed

the interrelationships between

science and technology.

v1.0.1.1 Scientifically literate

FrITTohnuld understand sort as-

peels of interreintiotehlos between

science and technology.

vf.A 1.1 Scientifically Mcrae vf.A.4.1 Scientifically literate

persons should te able to use their

tnderstandinge of ectentific know.

ledge to operate useful device',

person* should to oble to discern

protium of science fros products ,

of technology.

VII. The Nacetion o! Science

and Society DI:talon

,

011.0.1.1 Stientlficelly Ilterste

miens should know ore:thing about

interrelstionehlpe between folerts

led lociety,

VII.A.1.1 Scientifiently litnrate V11.0.1.1 tclentificelly Mcrae

cereal sheuld be able ta use some

metal, politics!, Ind economic pee-

erectives to understand settntifie

tferte during t given time period.

,

VII.01.1 Scientlflcilly literate

pOtsolA should Ix able to discern

10Mt beneficial or harmful Impacts

that science and society have upon

each other.

persons should undc...stand lore AP

pnoto of interrelationships between

ecience and society,

Vill. !ht. Interne:leo of :nonce,

Techn.,Ingy. and Society
,DiNnulon

,

16
,

VITI.A.1.1 Scientifically literate

perInnt should know something shout

Interrelationships between acience,

itchnuint;y0 And society,

MI.0.2.1 , Scientifically Merrill

pervOnO 0141111 understand'nore AS-

Intetrolatforshipa bell:len

science, ethnology, and society.

vIII,A,1.1 Scientifically Iltorato

Flii.l7Enold be able to Ole sore

snout pclenilfie and technological

chile:mall to 0wiln5t rteALIAl

0effevit vocatinnel and mention.

ii oppotunitice within A society.

,

. i

VIII.A.4.1 Scientifically Motile

persons thould be'sble II discern

how sone innovationn In Icirnre ale

technolegy can rearrnhoe poilliul

t dimnistione 'through es in tht

rewnr and MAMIE Winces of tho
world.



111.A,S.1 Scientifically 1:terato

peTTilliihoull tx ablu to embina

orverAl VAInell and ethice ttich

thidalie Mena with Mute and

othiet :cos other 100feed.

I

.

,

t

12?..a.i.1 ;lc legit lolly literate

tw:e71741houle IX, MC re MO the

valuu of t'w utilliation and control

of moo aaperti of nature tieing suv .

Oroi value. And millet which undue.

ile science.

11.1..11.1.1 teleiltifleally literate

pe6teho uhould value tur Ude own

Win afto ot the valuos'and ethics

which underlie elance,

.

.

111,e,2,1,1 ecientifleally literate

mean 'Owl,' divot, al evIderee

oaly shout num./Alone whin have

been suidevIth tho gloom). ol cOtO

paillhlo und reported with the

pealeetiecuracy_fenible._____

111.1i,2.1,1 Scientifically literate

prone ihoula reject mythe, super.

ititiens, and percoaal opinion an

fluor of scientific evidence.

111.4,/,1,1 ScirntlfIcally literate

persona should !a epee-minded, era-

lcal, And skailcal to the deeree

that they question the validity of

ever, their otn Onrieotoht,

111.1i.1.1,1 ScientllIcany literate

porton ihould weigh evidence In

order to accept or reject condo-

lioni in mu of tho data thot

iepport them,

lu.n,1.1 'ecientifitilly literate .

poem Ahead when! A 01116,11thy

1111;Ch dVMAII011 1h4 obttervAt ion ifid

eynOuttiOof otat be lublect to

objective crItIclim, triolyels, and

levier hy the unite poialutoi.

,

.

.

11/.5.5.1 Scientifically

FiZreshould be able

tome prc . son of science

their understanding of

iemalliation to develop

orilisation ilmu nature.

\

I

literate

to combine

with

sciontific

gon

..1'

1V.A.6.1 Scientifically literite

perions IhOuld ba die tO judge tho

degree of tentativeness of some sci-

entitle wadi:salon knowing that

gisACo li not i Matte accumulation

of infortotlen,

4

I

.

f10,11.1.1 ecientifieally literati

perion hould value the Procne

of generating new scientific gen.

agitations via An interplay be.

tween processes of science and

established aclentlflo generall-

lotion.

,

i

\

1V,5.1.1 ScientifIcilly literate

person should dlipiny In their

everyday dectilon-making i boltof

In the interrelated use of pro.

pun of science and estibllehod

scientific gencralisationi.

.

.

.

1.1,1,3,1 Scientifically literate

prim ehould teppert flence as a

ton by which knowledge can be
.

generated and narkind's understand..

ing of nature can be enhanced,

'

/

0,0.5.1 Scientifically literate

persons should he able to combine

me meets of ilientisti work

with me given perspectives of

the time period: in which they

lived to better underetand their

used, .

V.0.1.1 eclentiflcally literate

person should to able to judge tho

morality of icientiite work.

V,0.1.1 Scientifically literate

periti5 Should value a sciontiit's

work even though it is later lound

not to tit within the accepted'

network of idol used to eapla\

oaten.

v.11,2,1 Solentificolly literate

FIFO' should accept tclentioti as

people, who like other people are

distributed over the whole illocctrum

of human folly and whiten,

v.5,1.1 Scientifically literate

ferwoiri Should urport efforts to

hold ecientlats responsible for '

inking their work public,

01.0,5.1 Scientifically literate

person should be able to comhinu

somo advancements In niece with.

1011C prior advancements in technol-

ogy, and vice versa, to see how each

depends upoh the othur.

V1.A.4,1 Scientifically literate

Rilirirlhool bo iblo to jedgc tho

worth of soma products of Wince

'and SOne products el technology

using appropriate criteria

01,0,1,1 Scientifically ,literate

primes simuld value dvermuments

'in Rime and technology seeping ,

pace ylth one another.

v1.0.2,1 ecientiflcally literate

perms should Pepin In their

political decision-making a belle(

In equltible financing of both the

icientitic and technological

efforts.

Ill,11,1,1 SelentlfIcAlly literete

poraune should supoll the need lor

in adequate supply of scientific

and technological manpower.
,

.

N11.5.1.1 Wen:U(611y literate

Orions should te afire to cushiew

several aspects ot ioriety with

MO Scientific develop:ciao within

that society to-identify i few in.

tertelatlonshlp between minace

ind aoclety.

,

V11.A.1.1 Scientitically literate

iilleMhould be able to judge thc

'tithe of governmental decisions

wan their undemanding of inter-

relationship between science and

society, .

V11.5.1,1 Scientifically literate

person, IhnIti vele. viewlhe She

scientific enterprise within the

broad porcpoctivei of society,

V11,5,2,1 Scientifintly literate

Perailhould develop lntolliont

opinions concerning the social and

moral responsibilities of science,

VIliejbl Selentifically literate

person should Hoppa societal con-

dltioni within which scienc0 ran

thrive.

tifflot.1,1, SelentlfIctily literate

preens ihould he IWO 1.0 comAlno

soma relci played bi scirrce, tech-

nolajy, Ard society to coley prob.'

leo faced bl mankind to Identify

mew Intoreclitionohlp toltwten

Montle, technulogy, 4114 Society,

II

.

.

V011,A,6,1 5cientifica11y literati

perioni ihoeld be able to judge some

potentials end limitation of sel.

once and technology fon Improving

hale welfare, .

,

\

-

11

,

V111,11.1.1 Scientifieelly literate

Fia7ririould value loclutal in*.

%lotion /Pelle, pace with scientific

And technological Innovation In

order to improve the condition Of

tinkled.

,

1/111.nd.1 scientifically literate V1.11,0.1.1 fcientifically llteme

person ;odd guard against ecience

and teehnoloey bairq sere as e Nu.

all tor ill et eankInd'i problens,

,

%

v .

Rime should support the need to

dingo soeletal Muni Ai mankind's

ibIlity to roplato 60 envireno4nt

increases, ,

,

Elm



HOST HIGH SCHOOL'GRADUATES SHOULD.,,

rate highly 1 scientist's efforts

even if hie !deep do not fit with

those cf others,

V,10,1 I

MOST NICE SCHOOL GRADUATES MOULD,

rite highly for their own wee some

values which guide scientists in

their work,

111,3,1.1 A

HOST HIGH SCHOOL %MATES SHOULD,,,

bi able to judge the worth of

governmental decisions using their

understanding of how science Ind

society effect each other,

VII.A.6.1
11

MOST 111111 SCHOOL GRADUATES SHOULD.,

rate hir,hly methods of science ss

way. to find out things,

11.110,l. 2

(

MOST HIGH SCHOOL GRADUATES SHOULD..,

be able to detect how to Apply some

method; of science in their daily

liven,

11,A,4,1 .2

MOST HIGH SCHOOL atADUATES SHM1D,,,

know about several velum' which

guide scientists in their work,

III.A,1.1 12

MOST HICH SCHOOL MADUATES SHOULD.

undetsthnd that scientlets try to

make Major iltoo about matter,

energy, andlife thorough,

lv,A,2,1,4 3

MOST HUN SCHOOL CRADUATCS SHOUID,

show in doily decielons that they

believe in several methods of

science,

11.8,2,1 0

MOSi IIIGM SCHOOL CRADUATCS SHOULD.,

rate major idess more highly.than

fact, as means to explain matter,

energl, end life.

1.1,1,2 11

MOST HIG11 SCHOOL GRADUATES SHCULD,,,

understand something of the effects

science Ind sioclety-have on etch

other,

V11.A.2.1 ' 4

HOST HICH SCHOOL GRADUATES SHOILD.,

be able to use some new results from

science and technology to think of

possible changes in their lives.

VIIIA,3,1 9

MOST HIGH SCHOOL GRADUATES SHOULD..

show that they believe science and

technology cannot cure All of
Unkind's problems,

VIII,11,2.1 14

HOS/ nu scHco, GRADUATEISHOULD...

support societal conditions which

helptsclence, S

VI1,5,1,l

HOST HIM SCHOOL GRADUATES SHOULD...

be able to judge the worth of some

uses of miner, OnerSYs sod life

Using several velmes which guide

!lielti!? in their work,

10

HOST HIGH SCHOOL flADUATES SHOULD.,

support knowledge which il gained

by OO1 Of Metb041 of science.

I1s11.3,1 1)

20 21



HOST HIGH SCHOOL WAITER SHOULD,

rate highly the need for society
to keep up with Ideate end

technology,

VIII,8,1,1 16

'
KAT HIGH SCHOOL GRADUATES SHOU1/3,

be able to judge the worth of ewe
uses of matter, energy, GM 114

us ing forte ,

I,A.6,1 , 21

HOST 1114I SCHOOL CRADUATES SHOULD,

bt able to judp the worth of ions
results from science and from

technology with different guidelines,

V1,A.6.1 26

MOST HIGH SCHOOL GRADUATES SHCULD, MOST HIGH SCHOOL GRADUATES SHOULD. HOST HIGH SCHOOL GRADUATES SHOULO,

show that they hal opiniont about know something about how the goal; be able to ccobine some major Ideas

what should be dont through ecience.

VII.B.21
17

of science And technology differ,

VI.A.I.1.1 22,

to better understand mutter, energy,

And life,

I.A.5.2 27

HOST HIGH SCHOOL GRADUATES SHCOLD, MOST HIOl SCHOOL GRADUATES SHOULD,,, MOST HICli SOIDOL GRADUATES SHOULD.

he Mlle to use their science

knowledge to operate useful .

dcwices,

VI.A.3.1 18

be Able to judge the worth of some

uses of matter, energy, and life

using majJr ideas,

1,A,6,2 23

know seveial facts about mettet,

energy, and life,

,

,

LA, I,1 29

,---..,

MOST HICH SCOWL GRADUATES SHOULD... tOST HILII SCHOOL GROUATES SHO ,.. MOST RICH SCHOOL GRADUATES SHOULD...

be able to uee some major ideas
be Able to combine Avenel values show desire to keep in touch with

about meter, energy, end life
whicir guide scientists in their

new pins in leveret fields of
in their daily livee,

I,A.3.2 19

work with values from other sources,

111,A.5.1 24

science,

1403.1 29

HOST HIGH SCRIM. GRADUATRS SHOULD, MOST HD SOIOOL GRADUATES SHOULD., HOST HIC1 SCHOOL GRADUATES SHOULD,

be Able to detect some ways that
be Able.to combine acme new findings he Able to detect suss rlisons why

sclentieti have used'sijor ideas

sad methods of sciiocs together.

1V.e.4.1 20

in ome field; of icieoce,to think

of possible offshoots,

I.A3,3 25

scientist' Onetime disagree,

V.A.4.1 30
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MOST HIGH SCHOOL MAIMS SHOULD,,,

be able to detect some of the

differences in tho result. of

science and technology,

VI.A.4.1 31

MOST RICH SCHOOL GRADUATES SHOULD..

support changing Whet society ratio

highly AO unkind increases control

of the environment.

VIII.11.31 36

HOOT HIGH SCHOOL =OATES SHOULD..,

know something of whet has happened

in some filldeof faience,

1,A 1.3 ,41
.,

MOST HIGH SCHOOL GRADATES SHOULD,

understood how several values guide

scientists in their work,

111.A.2.1
32

HOST HIGH SCHOOL GRADUATES SHOULD,,,

know something about using major

ideas And,methods of science

together to galn new ideas.

IV.A.l,1 37

MOST HICK SCHOOL GRADUATES SHOULD...

be Able to detect conditions which

can change what II believed to be

a fact.

I.A.4.1 42

MST HIGH SCHOOL GRADUATES SHOULD,

support the Idea that scientisti

should let their work be checked

by others,

V,51.1
33

MOST HIGH SCHOOL GRADUATES SHOULD,

be ab1e to use major ideas end

methods of science together in

their daily lives,

1V.A.3,1
30

MOST HICHSCHOOL GRADUATES SHOULD...

wnderstend tokething of the effecto
,

science end technology have on each

other,

,

VI.A 2.1 0

MOST HIGH SCHOOL GRADUATES SHOULD,,,

,

support wqs to help people

understand new pint in ama

fields of science,

13.3.1
34

MOST HIM SCHOOL:GRADUATES SHOULD..,

be Able to combine facts to better

understand matter, energy, od lifa,

1.A.$ I
39

MOST HIGH SCHOOL CRADUATES SHOULD,

understand that new fActs often

limplify major, ideas about matter,

energy, and life, '

I.A,2.2,3 44

MOST HIGH SCHOOL GRADUATES SHOULD.,

show that they accept iclintiste

11 people,

V,11.2.1
35

HOST HIGH SCHOOL GRADUATES SHOULD..,

be able to combine some major idles

and methods of science Mph new

ideas,

1V.A.5,1 40

MOST HIGH SCHOOL GRADUATES SHOULD.,

be ibis to ull several pm shout

matter, energy, And life le their

delly lives.
'

1.U.! 45

24

0
0
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AP P END EC C

INSTRUCTIONS FOR USING THE
SMALL CARDS AND SMALL ENVELOPES

To use..these cards and envelopes, you will need a flat area like a desk or a table. First,
spread the envelopes across the flat area with the env-lope marked +4 on the far left and with the
envelope marked -4 on the far right. The other enveluves will be spread in the middle. When you are
.done, your envelopes should be placed as pictured here:

Flat Area

IMO In gni 0 MEI 151 CBI
MOST LEAST

IMPORTANT IMPORTANT

On each card .is a statement. As you follow the instructions, you will be sorting the cards in
terms of how Important you think each is. The thought to keep in your mind at all times is: "What
should be expected of most high school graduates with regard to science?"

Here are some definitions of words used on the cards:
MOST HIGH SCHOOL GRADUATES: nearly all young people who have just graduated from a high school
MATTER: that of which all things are made
LIFE: that which makes an animal or a plant different from matter
ENERGY: that which through.some means can affect matter or life
FACTS; the statements that something was done or that something exists
MAJOR IDEAS: that which is the result of combining facts in order to explain something
SCIENCE: the effort to understand matter, energy, and life
FIELDS OF SCIENCE: examples of these are physics, chemistry, bioloky, and geology
SCIENTIST: a person trained to understand matter, energy, and life
TECHNOLOGY: the use of what is understood about matter, energy, and life to make things
SOCIETY: a group of people who work together to exist
MANKIND: all people in the world
ENVIRONMENT: that which is around or which has an effect on something

DO NOT READ ALL OF THE INSTRUCTIONS NOW. PLEASE FOLLOW THEM ONE STEP AT A TIME.
STEP 1. Read quickly through all of the cards to get a feeling for what they say. You do not have

to keep the cards in order.

STEP 2. Sort the cards into three (3) nearly equal piles so that:
(a) those cards on your left are the cards which you believe are MOST IMPORTANT;
(b) those cards on your right are the cards which you believe are LEAST IMPORTANT; and
(c) those cards in the middle are the cards which you do not feel so strongly about.
Dividing the cards this way means only that you like some'cards more than you do others.

STEP 3. Spread the cards in the left-hand pile so that you can read them easily. Choose five (5)
cards which you believe are the MOST DMPORTANT of all and place them on the +4 envelope.

STEP 4. Spread the cards in the right-hand pile so that you can read them easily. Choose five (5)
cards which you believe are the LEAST IMPORTANT of all and place them on the -4 envelope.

STEP 5. Go to the left-hand pile and choose five (5) cards which are the next MOST UMPCRTANT.
Place them on the +3 envelope.

STEP 6. Go to the right-hand pile and choose five (5) cards which are the next LEAST IMPORTANT.
Place them on the -3 envelOpe.

Note: /F AT ANY TEME YOU CHANGE YOUR M/ND ABOUT A CARD YOU HAVE PLACED IN A PILE, FEEL i'REE TO
MANGE IT TO ANOTHER PILE.

STEP 7. Go to the left-hand pile and choose five,(5) cards to place on the +2'.envelope. You may
have to take cards from the middle pile in order to have enough.

STEP 8. Go to the right-hand pile and choose five (5) cards to place on the -2 envelope. You may
have to take cards from the middle pile in order to have enough.

STEP 9. Go to the left-hand pile and choose five (5) cards to place on the +1 envelope. Again it
is alright to take cards from the middle pile.

STEP 10. Go to the right-hand pile and choose five (5) cards to place on the -I envelope. Again it
is alright to take cards from the middle pile.

STEP 11. You should now have five (5) cards left over. Place these on the envelope marked O.

STEP 12. Read back over tech pile, starting on the left-hand side, to make sure that you have placed
the cards where you really wanted them. If you change any of the cards around, please make
sure there are five (5) cards in each pile when you finish.

.STEP 13. Please place the cards in their envelopes; for example, the five (5) MOST EMPORTANT cards
go in the +4 envelope. Please fold the flaps in to hold the cards in place.

STEP 14. Please place the small envelopes and the INFORMATION SHEET into the stamped, return
envelope and mail it immediately. ,

YOU'AGAIN FOR YOUR COOPERATION
2 6



APPENDIX D

INFORMATION SHEET

A. Please check: (1) female; (2) male

B. Circle the number in front of the choice which includes your age.

(1) 18 - 25 years (3) 36 - 44 years (5) 55 - 65 years

(2) 26 35 years (4) 45 - 54.years (6) 66 years or older

C. Are you retired? (1) yes; (2) no

D, Please describe your occupation, or what it was when last employed. Please be complete so that
we can determine how much it involves the use of science or technical skills.

E. 'What is the name of the last School which you attended?

F. Please circle the last year of school which you completed.

Elementary School:
Secondary School:
College:
Graduate or Professional School

1

9

13

17

2

10
14

18

3

11
15

19

4
12
16

20 21

6

22

7

23

8

24

G. What was the last year of school which your mother/guardian completed?

H. What was the last year of school which your father/guardian completed?

I. Please circle the number in front of the highest.diploma or degree which you have:
(1) Junior High (2) High School (3) o Year College (4) Bachelor's (5) Master's
(6) Doctorate (7) Other, please de cribe:

Please check below all of the science courses which you completed in school and indicate the
number of quarter hours of science courses which you completed at the college level. Multiply
semester hours by 1.5 to get quarter hours.

Junior High School

Do not know
7th grade science
8th grade science

9-12th Grade

Do not know
general science
earth science
biology
chemistry
physics
other, please describe:

College: major ; minor
Graduate or'Professional School:

major ; minor

Number of Quarter Hours
0 - 12 13 - 36 37 or more

Biological sciences
Physical sciences
Earth sciences
Engineering courses
Other
Please describe:

mi.

THIS INFORMATION SHEET SHOULD BE PLACED IN THE STAMPED, RETURN ENVELOPE. AFTER YOU HAVE DONE
THAT, PLEASE 03 TO THE INSTRUCTIONS FOR USING THE SMALL CARDS AND THE SMALL ENVELOPES.

27 /


